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iSkysoft iPhone Ringtone Maker for Mac is a iPhone Ringtone(M4R) converter designed
for Mac OS users to convert their audio or video files to iPhone Ringtone.With this iPhone
Ringtone,you can not only convert various audio and video formats files, but also allows users
make and manage characteristics and distinctive iPhone ringtones with the added Recorder,
Groove Box, Ringtone Manager, Transfer to iPhone Straightly etc. functions.What's more,it is
very simple.

Key Features

Support Various Audio & Video Formats
iPhone Ringtone Maker support various popular formats such as MP3, WAV, WMA, M4A,
AC3, etc. and video formats MTS, TS, M2TS, MOD, TOD, WMV, MKV, etc.

Waveform for Precise Trim
Audio waveform of the selected items can be shown on the program. Zoom function can let
you enlarge the waveform for more precise trim for complicated music.

Unlimited Record Freedom with Recorder
The Recorder provides you a privilege to record any individual and distinct sound or music as
a ringtone for your iPhone if only you like.

Add Fade in & Fade out Effect
Set ringtone fade in and fade out effect according to your need to make it more harmony. The
duration of the fade in and fade out can be up to 5s.

Intelligently Manage Ringtones
With the Ringtone Manager, you can manage your ringtones freely and conveniently between
your iPhone and your iTunes.

Directly Connect with iTunes Library
Choose music or video direclty from iTunes library on the left side of the main interface or you
can drag other music or video files directly to the program.

Offer Trim Function to Make Ringtone
Drag and drop the slide bar to appoint the start point and end point for your iPhone ringtone
length. Alternatively, you can type exact time value into time-setting box.

Super-personalized Groove Box
Groove Box allows iPhone users or music lovers to have a brand new experience to be a
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musician by editing melody via clicking.

Offer Video Preview Function
When you import a video, you can choose to preview the whole video or just the trimmed part
on the left bottom side of the main interface before trimming.

Straightly Transfer to iPhone
You can transfer the edited ringtone straightly to iPhone without referring to iTunes, or just
select a folder on your Mac to save it.

System  Requirements 

Requires Mac OS X 10.5 or above (including Mac OS Snow Leopard) 512MB physical RAM
and 1G Hz
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